
ENGLISH

Places of bliss.



TIME FOR RELAXATION HAS BECOME PRECIOUS...   

SO TAKE TIME FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR LOVED ONES.



4 Schenna Resort

Yours sincerely, 
the Pföstl & Wörndle family

DEAR GUESTS AND FRIENDS,

We have our freedom back, any remaining restrictions 

have become bearable or simply part of our normal 

routine. What has remained from the last two years? 

Was it the realisation that there are more important 

things in life than running after the latest gadget?  

Or was it the discovery of just how precious a holiday 

these days is? Quite honestly, we believe that it was 

more than that.

Relaxing, consciously making space for serenity, giving 

the people in our life more attention – those were the 

things that we took away from the Covid years, and we 

heard the same from many of our guests. Recharging 

your batteries in the stunning natural setting of Merano 

is simply bliss. The same applies to letting the afternoon 

drain away in the vineyard sauna or using the outdoor 

fitness lounge in the adults-only Mitterplatt.

 

These are just two of the many options open to you. 

Read on to find out what is going on for you next year!

In addition, we would like to share a few insights into the 

heart of our family with you. After all, you as our guest 

are our only true benchmark!

Together with our team, we want to treat you to some 

unforgettable days here in our resort. Moments filled 

with laughter, heart-warming encounters, culinary 

highlights and simply pure relaxation. Our resort offers 

all that and more. All you need to do is accept our offer 

and start relaxing – the rest will happen automatically.

Here’s to an amazing holiday at the Schenna Resort!

In the 1960s, today’s senior managers Alois and Rosa 

Pföstl laid the foundations for today’s Schenna Resort, 

with vision, courage, and willpower. What started out as 

a small Bed & Breakfast grew continuously, until, by the 

1980s, it had turned into a “proper” hotel with 40 beds 

and a staff of six. The Pföstl daughters were responsable 

for the service and helped with the extension. Over the 

years, the hotel continued to grow, and more and more 

guests arrived. The first “boom” came in the 1970s, 

when a pool was added. Most of the guests at that time 

came from Germany, who came to spend their summer 

holiday with the Pföstl family. After 2000, the number of 

beds also increased. Even while running the hotel, Alois 

always remained true to his passion for painting and 

decorating. There is almost no house in Schenna that 

Alois hasn’t painted at some point or another, and he kept 

his painting business going right up to his retirement.  

Many things have changed since the early days: The 

Schenna Resort has moved with the time. Alois and 

Rosa like this development. In particular the many palm 

trees that have been added around the resort with their 

approval. Ever since their retirement, the couple spends 

two months every summer up on the mountain pasture  

where they are completely self-sufficient, without 

electricity or phones. If absolutely necessary, they will 

charge their mobile phones in the car so the family can 

get hold of them. Solar lights were recently installed on 

the pasture, making life a little easier. The two of them 

drive to the butcher’s, shop, cook, chop wood and 

enjoy the peace and quiet with the daily paper. A deep 

sense of contentment is written all over their faces. 

“The children are doing a good job”, says Alois. Rosa 

nods in agreement and strokes his cheek.

THE FIRST STEP 
IS A VISION.
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I SEE SOMETHING NEW
EVERY DAY.
So soothing, so relaxing, so familiar. It feels as if it was made just for me.

“TIME FOR TWO”

3 nights with gourmet half-board

•  Bottle of Valpitan sparkling wine and fine chocolates  
 in your lovingly prepared room
• Use of the spa worlds with garden, pools and saunas
• Full-body experience “All about the Rose for Two“  
 (80 mins - please book ahead)
• Multi-faceted mindfulness and activity programme
 
From EUR 570 per person
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Priska Pföstl, head of the SPA at the Schenna Resort, 

is a fountain of calmness and stability. Her responsi-

bilities include mindfulness training as well as a wide 

range of treatments and workshops that help guests 

live in the here and now, both physically and mentally. 

Priska, herself a systemic coach, puts it this way:  

“Material possessions and superficialness are giving 

way to people’s deep-seated desire to find themselves, 

to understand life a bit better.” Guests are looking 

for more than classic beauty treatments and sauna 

sessions. Our fast-paced everyday routines and the 

constant need to perform have made it all the more 

important to listen to our inner voice.

Priska and her team have taken it upon themselves to 

help guests listen to this inner voice. Massage experts 

know after just a couple of minutes where the aches 

and pains are, and with their wonderful hands, they 

soothe not just the muscles, but also the souls of their 

customers. The Schenna Resort has a daily free offer  

of meditation workshops and yoga sessions with 

professional yoga instructors. The famous herbal stamp 

massage and the Beauty4me facial are Priska’s personal 

favourites. Individually tailored to the guest exclusive 

well-beeing happens here. Priska wants the Schenna  

Resort to be a source of strength for its guests –  

a place where they feel that their energy levels are being  

rechanged. The yearning for a personal touch was 

particularly noticeable after the first and second Covid 

waves. People are now desperate to treat themselves, 

says Priska.

AT THE END OF THE DAY,
IT IS ALL ABOUT THE SOUL
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“SELFNESS” MEANS:
TAKING A BREAK, LISTENING 
TO YOURSELF.

Treat yourself to moments of leisure 

for body, mind and soul. Learn the art 

of living in the here and now. Immerse 

yourself in the preciousness of each 

moment. Allow yourself to have no 

plans. To just enjoy yourself, without 

any pressure.

• 5 yoga classes a week

• 2 guided meditations a week

• Mindful sauna infusions

•	 Time	to	BE	WELL:	Switch	off	your	head.	 
 Listen to your heart! Mindfulness impulses

• Sunrise hikes with host and hiking guide  
 Heidi Pföstl Wörndle

• Option for personality coaching

INDIVIDUAL COACHINGS & SEMINARS
FOR HAPPINESS IN LIFE
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A string of coincidences and a large family brought 

Stefan and his sister Heidi to the forefront of the 

Schenna Resort management. Their father Alois had 

planned for Stefan to also gain a foothold in his paint-

ing and decorating business. Stefan was a hard-work-

ing assistant to his father, but soon realised that he 

missed working with people. For this reason he began 

to help out around the hotel instead, and found out that 

he liked that work. Until today, he has remained loyal to 

the Schenna Resort. His passion for  tourism is palpa-

ble. He loves the fact that his work is so multi-faceted 

and that there is never just a single task to complete. 

For Stefan, variety really is the spice of life. The Pföstl 

siblings are a tried-and-tested team: Every two weeks, 

they meet to work out new plans and ideas for the 

Schenna Resort. Each of the siblings has different 

strengths. Heidi is great at marketing and admin, while 

Stefan is a born organiser and takes care of things 

around the house, from renovation works to the coor-

dination of service activities. Stefan is always open to 

new things. One of the other three Pföstl sisters, 

Elisabeth, runs a butcher shop in Schenna together 

with her husband, specialising in deli products and 

smoked goods. Stefan’s great passion since he was a 

young man, is wine. Already in 1999, he created his first 

vintage together with a friend. At the Schenna Resort, 

Stefan has built up the Pföstl winery together with his 

old friend Georg Weger, cellar master and winemaker. 

Instead of apple trees, vines were planted and grapes 

harvested. Today, the Pföstl family leases 7 hectares of 

cultivable land and also purchases some grapes from 

local vintners. By now, 70% percent of the Pföstl wine is 

served to guests and marketed in-house. Stefan’s life’s 

work is definitely the Schenna Resort. For the future, 

Stefan has this specific wish: “I want our guests to feel 

truly welcome. This sense of warmth is very important 

to me. We also want to demonstrate our appreciation of 

our staff and guests - we are all part of one big family. To 

me, these are the foundations of our success. Of course, 

you have to go with the times also in terms of design 

and optics. I believe that guests appreciate that, too.”

APPRECIATION
IN LINE WITH THE TIMES

GOURMET STORE  

PFÖSTL
Don’t miss a visit to the Pföstl butcher’s  

and delicatessen in Schenna.

Our sister Elisabeth and her husband Franz Pföstl are 

looking forward to welcoming you with a great selection 

of South Tyrolean and Italian specialties.

Online shop: www.gusta.it 

Winemaker Stefan Pföstl, cellar master and winemaker Georg Weger
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Healthy pleasures that make you happy! 

A clearly alpine touch, and yet immediately noticeable as Mediterranean 

craftsmanship – a treat for any palate! It is the careful handling of organic 

agricultural products that motivates us to create truly memorable culinary 

creations, for the palate and the eye! Vegetarians, vegans and guests with 

food intolerances can look forward to a selected á la carte menu. Enjoy!

 

THE POWER
OF CREATIVITY 
LIES IN 
REGIONALITY.
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Professional experience is crucial – Gernot is sure of 

that. The restaurant manager at the Schenna Resort 

may not share the Pföstl name, but he is just as much 

part of the family. Gernot sets great store by a personal 

touch and knows every guest by name. He has also 

developed a table planning system that allows him to 

see where guests were seated the year before. When 

they come back, he will try his best to seat them again 

in the same place. That’s the sort of personal note that 

never fails to make an impression. When guests come 

up to him after dinner and thank him for a great  

evening, Gernot knows that he has done a good job - 

and that makes him happy. According to Gernot, some 

people have a genetic disposition for this line of work. 

At the moment, jobs in restaurants are getting a lot of 

bad press, that is why Gernot considers it important to 

show young employees just how much pleasure this 

work gives. His main goal is to make sure that his  

trainees enjoy their work. With the outstanding Schenna  

Resort cuisine, success is pretty much guaranteed. 

Every week, he meets with Kitchen Chef Stephan 

Egger, who has been working in the hotel for 20 years, 

to discuss and plan the week ahead. Gernot says: “Never 

have I seen a hotel where the presentation on the plate 

is as precise and creative.” Hats off to the kitchen team! 

At the Schenna Resort, main courses are served under 

a cloche for decades. This tradition aims not just at a 

certain show effect when the food is revealed, but  

also at keeping it hot until it arrives at the guest’s table.  

After all, many of the dishes have to travel a few metres 

from the kitchen to the table. It would be a shame if this 

special touch was lost. And there is no doubt that the 

perfectly coordinated kitchen and service team is a  

big factor in the success of the Schenna Resort.

SETTING 
THE BAR HIGH 
IS OUR GREATEST 
PLEASURE. 

PAMPERING AT IT’S FINEST 
27/02 - 31/03/2023
12/11 - 01/12/2023

• From 3 nights, including gourmet  
 half-board at a special rate
• Bottle of sparkling wine in your room  
 upon arrival
• Unwind in our generously  
 dimensioned wellness areas
• Join in our varied weekly programme  
 and Active&Mind activities
• Arrival Sunday, Monday or Tuesday

 From EUR 486 per person
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Rosea Suite Penthouse Suite

Vinea Suite Süd/OstPenthouse Suite

ADULTS  
ONLY

Those who find peace und quiet under fragrant apple trees while the sun snuggles up 

against the hill-side will be rewarded with the inspiration that comes with the sight of the 

beautiful Merano mountains. The Rosengarten with its tasteful architecture and extra- 

ordinary design elements never fails to make an impression. The generous dimensions 

of our rooms makes our hotel an exclusive home away from home. Exquisite culinary 

highlights, combined with holistic wellness, are guaranteed to bring about head-to-toe 

relaxation. All this and more awaits you in one of South Tyrol’s most beautiful spots

We will be pleased to send you an offer for the dates of your choice. In view of the current economic developments, we are unable to offer  
a static price list. Prices are calculated based on the room category and rate of occupancy.
Our flexible prices reward those who book early. Local tax will be charged separately.
Minimum stays:
7 days: 04/04 – 11/04/2023 | 25/05 – 01/06/2023 | 26/12 - 03/01/2023 (the New Year’s Eve Gala worth EUR 100 is included in stays of 8 nights or more)
4 days: 17/05 - 21/05/2023 / 07/06 - 11/06/2023
3 days: 07/12 - 10/12/2023

SEASON PERIODS

Early season Season Main season Season

16/02 - 02/04/2023
16/04 - 18/05/2023
11/06 - 01/07/2023
05/11 - 23/12/2023

02/04 - 16/04/2023
18/05 - 11/06/2023
01/07 - 05/08/2023

05/08 - 15/10/2023
23/12 - 07/01/2023

15/10 - 05/11/2023
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SPECIAL MOMENTS 
WITH THE FAMILY 
THAT CREATE A 
UNIQUE BOND.

Family Suite

Junior Suite

What could be nicer after a long hike than enjoying the breathtaking mountain panorama 

with a loved one over a glass of wine? Pause for a minute and feel the deep connection 

with the nature around you. Moments such as these make for lasting memories.

We will be pleased to send you an offer for the dates of your choice. In view of the current economic developments, we are unable to offer  
a static price list. Prices are calculated based on the room category and rate of occupancy.
Our flexible prices reward those who book early. Local tax will be charged separately.
Minimum stays:
7 days: 04/04 – 11/04/2023 | 25/05 – 01/06/2023 | 26/12 - 03/01/2023 (the New Year’s Eve Gala worth EUR 100 is included in stays of 8 nights or more)
4 days: 17/05 - 21/05/2023 / 07/06 - 11/06/2023
3 days: 07/12 - 10/12/2023

SEASON PERIODS

Early season Season Main season Season

16/02 - 02/04/2023
16/04 - 18/05/2023
11/06 - 01/07/2023
05/11 - 23/12/2023

02/04 - 16/04/2023
18/05 - 11/06/2023
01/07 - 05/08/2023

05/08 - 15/10/2023
23/12 - 07/01/2023

15/10 - 05/11/2023
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HAPPY CHILDREN, 
HAPPY PARENTS

FAMILY WEEKS
16/02 – 02/04/2023 | 16/04 – 18/05/2023 | 11/06 - 01/07/2023

May be booked for all categories.

Holiday fun for the whole family at an unbeatable price! 

Water slide, paddling pool, mini golf, rafting, story time... 

The many possibilities around Schenna make it an ideal 

destination for a one-of-a-kind family holiday. For stays of 

7 nights or more at the Hotel Schwefelbad, one child stays 

in the parents’ room free of charge while the second child 

receives the applicable discount in all Schwefelbad categories. 

Children will receive a delicious free lunch on a daily basis.

Children’s discount in the parents’ room:

0–2 years: € 22 

3-5 years: € 42

6-14 years: 50% discount

From the age of 15:  30% discount

A VARIED OFFER
FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS AWAITS:

• Family pool with children’s pool and slide

• Family sauna with Finnish sauna, steam bath  
and infrared booth

• Family Relax room

• Large playground with play tower

• Playroom “Regenbogen”

• Dedicated children’s menu  
Including daily lunch for each child

• Children’s activity programme and childcare  
More about: www.schennaresort.com

• Babysitting upon request

• Climbing wall

• Free entry to the public outdoor pool in Schenna 
(summer months)
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ADULTS  
ONLY

Pergola Suite

Wellness Pergola Suite

Bella Vista Suite

Calmness and serenity are two of the characteristics of the art of living. In this setting, 

guests have the opportunity of truly paying attention to life: alone, with friends,  

or as a couple. This is where slowing down becomes an unforgettable experience.

SEASON PERIODS

Early season Season Main season Season

25/03 - 02/04/2023
16/04 - 18/05/2023
07/01 - 11/02/2024

02/04 - 16/04/2023
18/05 - 30/07/2023

30/07 - 15/10/2023
22/12 - 07/01/2024

15/10 - 05/11/2023

We will be pleased to send you an offer for the dates of your choice. In view of the current economic developments, we are unable to offer  
a static price list. Prices are calculated based on the room category and rate of occupancy.
Our flexible prices reward those who book early. Local tax will be charged separately.
Minimum stays:
7 days: 04/04 – 11/04/2023 | 25/05 – 01/06/2023 | 26/12 - 03/01/2023 (the New Year’s Eve Gala worth EUR 100 is included in stays of 8 nights or more)
4 days: 17/05 - 21/05/2023 / 07/06 - 11/06/2023
3 days: 07/12 - 10/12/2023
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MAKE YOURSELF COMFORTABLE 
AND DISCOVER
THE REGNERATIVE POWER OF NIGHT.
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Waking up feeling refreshed and cheerful - for Heidi, 

the oldest of the Pföstl siblings, and her husband 

Hubert, that is what being active is all about. The two 

nature enthusiasts appreciate nothing more than an  

active holiday. One pleasant observation for Heidi is, 

that despite the extensive range of wellness facilities 

on offer, guests at the Schenna Resort tend to instinc-

tively venture forth from the hotel to explore this fantastic 

natural setting. The secret, she believes, lies in the 

magical effect of this mountain world, be it spring, 

summer, autumn or winter. Nowhere else does slowing 

down come as easy as in the mountains, which create 

a balance to the stressful everyday routine. This is exactly 

what guests are looking for. Experience has shown 

that guests begin to truly unwind after a walk in the 

outdoors, in the fresh air - only then have they really 

arrived, says Heidi. The couple goes hiking together 

once a week, a shared pleasure that will never be-

come routine. For Heidi, her guided hikes for guests 

are a matter of the heart, and an opportunity to share 

her enthusiasm for this natural setting with her guests. 

Mindfulness training, for instance by consciously expe-

riencing the breeze and the range of colours, happens 

naturally while out and about in the great outdoors. 

Once a year, the Schenna Resort organises a hiking 

week, where Heidi goes on tours with the guests on 

five consecutive days. Hubert and Heidi firmly believe 

that hosts have to know their home region inside out to 

help guests get the most out of it. This region harbours 

lots of fascinating stories, says Hubert, who today runs 

the Hotel Mitterplatt with a personal touch that guests 

really appreciate. “One of the strengths of the family is 

the fact that they are unobtrusive. That’s what makes 

them so likeable”, is what the Schenna Resort guests 

say about the owners. Hubert, Heidi and all the others 

are pleased to hear it – that’s exactly how they would 

like things to be. Over the last few years, there was  

constant renovation work going on in the Schenna  

Resort. The Covid years did not result in a hiatus but  

rather gave rise to new ideas. Hubert and Heidi see the 

family’s strong bond as an integral part of the future of 

their resort. “Guests sense that the family is close. We 

still build on traditional values that are probably not 

found all that often in modern-day families.”  

In the Schenna Resort, contrived coolness is not to be 

found - instead, there is a feeling of almost Zen-like 

calm and peace.

NATURE IS OUR
ENERGY SOURCE.
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HIKING WEEK
27/08 - 03/09/2023

The interplay between the clouds and the sky is 

impressive in itself. Add the Merano mountain air, 

filling your lungs with the fresh, clear fragrance 

of the Alps, and you have an unbeatable com-

bination. Our sunrises and sunsets will remain 

unforgotten. Immerse yourself in the fascinating 

beauty of the South Tyrolean mountains with our 

hiking guide Reinhard Zipperle and host-and-

hiking guide Heidi Pföstl Wörndle!

ON OFFER ONCE A WEEK:

• Full-day hike

• Difficult mountain tour

• Hiking library: Books, maps and detailed printouts 
of tours are available at reception

THE GREATER MERANO REGION ALSO OFFERS:

• Marked hiking trails spanning more than 500 km

• Numerous running trails

• Speed-hiking tours

• Via ferratas

• Bouldering options

• Tandem flight options

• “Waalweg” trails and promenades

You let us experience a sense of connection with Mother Earth. Thank you for letting us be part of this 
miracle again and again. You are our mother, father, and child. You are a place of longing, of fulfilment, 
but also of discipline. When we read you correctly, you give us unlimited strength. You give us joy and 
happiness. You are simply wonderful; no ifs, no buts. And here, we look after you and respect you.

• 7 nights including gourmet half-board

• 4 guided hikes to the most stunning  
locations in South Tyrol

• 1 sunrise hike

• 1 sports massage

FROM EUR 1,200 PER PERSON

HALLO  
NATURE.
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FOCUSED 
ON THE BIGGER 
PICTURE

LET’S  
BIKE

Peter Wörndle, head of reception, puts heart and soul into his 

work. However, it wasn’t always obvious that he would stay in the 

family business. He started out with service and kitchen respon-

sibilities before advancing to reception, which has remained his 

sphere of action until today. From a young age, Peter was allowed 

to help out around his parents’ hotel with his siblings Florian and 

Georg. Heidi’s and Hubert’s highly motivated son Peter attended 

tourism school and worked in several businesses in South Tyrol  

and further afield before returning to his place of origin and 

working his way up to head of reception. For Peter, the reception 

is the place where guests arrive and where they should feel  

welcome. “The most important thing when guests arrive is  

to take the stress off them, to make them feel that their holiday 

has truly begun”, he says. Peter loves the variety of his work:  

Every day is a school day, every day he learns something new. 

After 5.5 days on the job, filled with phone calls, room allocations 

and other managerial duties, Peter, a passionate athlete, likes to 

play football in weekly training sessions or goes on bike tours,  

often pushing himself to the limits of physical endurance. He has 

always enjoyed cycling through the forest on his own and exploring  

the nearby valleys. Today, his passion for cycling also benefits the 

hotel guests, as his e-bike tours have become part of the resort’s 

activity programme. Peter loves the proximity to the guests and 

expects them to adhere to certain standards. Safety comes first 

- a principle that makes joint tours all the more successful. Peter 

is a sports fan through and through and especially loves football. 

Since his childhood “his” favourite team is Juventus Turin. Once a 

year, Peter can be found in a crowded stadium, cheering on the 

team with friends. These moments, when he breathes “Juve air”, 

are important to him and something he looks forward to. For Peter, 

the future of the Schenna Resort is clear: “My priority is functionality. 

We need to take the wishes of our guests into account to help 

everyone find the room that is right for them.” Peter is happy with 

the way things are going at reception and is open to making a  

different area of the resort his home at some point. More and 

more, he gets a taste of the business management side of things 

from his uncle Stefan, and is fascinated by the many factors that 

need to be juggled to keep the bigger picture in check.

Exploring the region of Merano by bike is a treat for body and 
soul. This is a biker’s paradise worth its salt, with stunning 
scenery best experienced on two wheels. Our guests have 
access to perfectly serviced bicycles directly at the resort.

• Mountain bikes
• Trekking bikes
• E-Bikes (fee applies)
• Weekly guided e-bike tours with Peter (fee applies)

If you prefer setting out with your own touring map, you have 
the choice between countless routes. A small bicycle repair 
shop as well as charging stations for e-bike batteries are also 
available on our premises. 
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The Schenna Resort GYM with its 

views of the surrounding area and 

the city of Merano is the perfect 

place for a workout with added 

value. The views will not necessarily 

make your training more effective, 

but definitely more enjoyable - and 

therefore also less exhausting! If you 

like to work out under supervision,  

book an appointment with our fit-

ness coach. Our gym offers highest  

quality standards for strength, en-

durance, stretching, back exercises, 

aqua-gym, Happy Feet and pelvic 

floor training. Exercise that is enjoy- 

able and fun is beneficial for the 

body and the mind.

FITNESS
PERSPECTIVES.

Our	offer	for	you:

back	fitness,	aqua-gym,	Happy	Feet,	pelvic	floor	training	…
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Entering a room where everything is clean and in order 

has an immediate relaxing effect. Ever since the Schenna  

Resort was refurbished on a large-scale in 2016, Stefan’s  

partner Michaela and her housekeeping team, consis- 

ting of 15 maids and one gouverness, have been in 

charge of all the work done behind the scenes. For  

the housekeeping team, work typically starts at 7am.  

By 8:30am, the outdoor areas, dining rooms and toilets 

of the Resort have been cleaned, and the team moves 

on to the guests’ rooms around 9am. For Michaela, it is 

crucial that guests see that their rooms were lovingly 

put in order and that they give off a welcoming vibe: 

“The difference is in the details. Guests will always find a 

chocolate or an apple next to their beds, the room will 

always smell of freshly laundered sheets. To me, those 

little touches are important. Our maids have free reign 

when it comes to little things such as sculpting shapes 

out of towels and putting their own personal touch on 

things.” Sustainability is also a key principle of house-

keeping at the Schenna Resort. Cleaning products are 

purchased from a company with certified credentials, 

and aggressive ingredients are only used for the basic 

cleaning of toilets and bathrooms. As a hotel guest, 

Michaela used to be a lot more demanding than she 

is now: “When staying in hotels, I used to check under 

the mattress to see if everything was just so. I don’t do 

that anymore! A holiday is a holiday.” What she can’t do 

without, however, are high-quality sheets, beds, and 

mattresses. Guests at the Schenna may also ask for 

harder or softer pillows or an additional mattress topper 

to get the best possible night’s sleep. Cleanliness and 

simplicity - these are the two things that Michaela and 

her housekeeping team want to give their guests.

SIMPLE ONLY 
FEEL FINE.
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OLDIES  
BUT GOLDIES.
Vintage cars need to be exercised, just like their 

owners! Take your pride and joy for a spin in the 

breathtaking landscape around Merano. Hair- 

raising bends, combined with mountain passes –  

all that and much more awaits in South Tyrol.  

At the Schenna Resort, you can safely park your car 

in the hotel garage, and we have maps of stunning 

tours available at reception. If you run into any 

problems with your vehicle, we can recommend a 

mechanic who specialises in vintage cars. A wash 

station is also on site. A professional car wash may  

be booked upon request and for a fee.

VINTAGE CARS 
IN SOUTH TYROL

Südtirol Classic Schenna
02/ - 09/07/2023

Südtirol Classic Golden Edition
October 2023

Vintage cars for rent
www.classictours.it

A GOLFER’S  
PARADISE
A game of golf between the Karer pass and the South 

Tyrolean wine route is not only visually stunning, but also 

varied and exciting, due to the differences in elevation.  

We are a partner enterprise of “Golf in Südtirol”: With the 

Golf-Card Südtirol, you will receive a 20% discount on the 

green fee payable in the club of your choice. Please note 

that the green fee only applies to 18-hole courses and  

that you may only use the discount four times.

PICNIC  
BASK IN THE SUNSHINE, 
ON TOP OF A MOUNTAIN  
OR WHILE ON THE GO.

We are happy to prepare a lovingly 

stocked picnic basket with selected 

South Tyrolean products for you! 

• The taste of South Tyrol
• Mediterranean flavours with a twist

•  GC Lana Gutshof Brandis

• GC Passeier

• GC Eppan und Freudenstein

• GC Petersberg

• GC Dolomiti Sarnonico

• GC St. Vigil Seis

• GC Alta Badia
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“Pause a minute and let your gaze wander across the  

beauty that surrounds you. Stay in the moment, feel 

the here and now. Let your imagination take flight. Long 

walks in the Mediterranean climate of Merano are a 

unique experience. In the mountains, it gets cold, but 

in Merano, you will feel the warmth of the sun while 

sipping your cappuccino. The cold lingers around the 

mountain tops, and the mild temperatures surround the 

valley in Merano. I think I might stay a while.” 

• Winter hiking

• Skiing / just 5 minutes to the cable car

• Free transfer

• -10% discount at Rent & Go ski rental

• Snowshoe hiking and sledding

• Cosy mountain huts

• Ice-skating	in	the	village	square

• Customised winter packages with ski pass included

• Ski kindergarten in the Merano 2000 ski resort

• Children’s ski courses; refresher classes for people 
who haven’t skied in a while

WINTER MAGIC
IN MERANO.

CHRISTMAS MARKET
25/11 - 06/01/2023

Don’t miss the traditional Christmas markets 

in Merano, Bolzano and Bressanone/Brixen. 

Smaller Advent markets also take place in 

Schenna, Dorf Tirol and Lana..

SLOW MOUNTAIN
SCHENNA

CHRISTMAS 
AND NEW YEAR 
Festive, lovingly prepared decorations are everywhere in 

the Schenna Resort during the Christmas and New Year 

period. This is when days spent at the “Source of Light” 

acquire an elegant sparkle. There truly is no better place  

to celebrate the season! 

• Homemade Christmas biscuits

• Christmas party with traditional music

• Free transfer to the Merano 2000 cable car

• Guided snow-shoe hike

• Schenna Resort winter market

• Ice-skating	for	all	age	groups	in	the	village	square

• New Year’s Eve dinner with festive aperitif with the 
kitchen	staff,	music,	dancing,	entertainment	 
programme

• 10 % discount at Rent & Go ski rental

When the autumn shines in it’s golden colours, the  

time for exploring of nature is close. Hiking on lonely  

trails, feeling at ease with yourself and the world, 

enjoying your personal wellness time-out to the full. 

Always at your own pace and completely relaxed. How 

about a shopping spree in the city of Merano with its 

magical Christmas flair? We recommend: The “Schenna  

Bauernadvent”, which has its very own, authentic 

charm, with stalls that offer traditional arts and crafts as 

well as seasonal food and drink. If you like ice-skating, 

try out the ice rink in the village centre  that is open 

from late November until early January and offers fun 

for all the family. The sunny, family-friendly ski resort 

Merano 2000 is just a stone’s throw away, with beautiful 

slopes that will make the hearts of winter sports en-

thusiasts of all ages beat faster. The snowboarders and 

carvers will also enjoy the small, but fine and beautuful 

ski world. Whatever activity you choose - according to 

the “Slow Mountain” principle, a sauna, swim or well-

ness session is always the perfect way of bringing a 

winter’s day to a close. After all, slowing down is the 

secret to perfect relaxation.
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SCHENNA IN BLOOM
05/03 - 02/04/2023

• 7 nights including gourmet half-board

• Relaxation in the spa worlds with garden, pools and saunas

• Swimming in the heated indoor and outdoor pool with views of the Merano region

• Daily activities and body & mind programme

• Guided walking tour

• Spa voucher worth EUR 40

• Free e-bike rental per person (1 day)

FROM EUR 1,062

TÖRGGELE WEEKS AT THE SCHENNA RESORT
15/10 - 04/11/2023

• 7 nights with gourmet half-board (sumptuous breakfast and 5-course menu  

with special culinary highlights)

• Bottle of wine in your room upon arrival

• Törggele afternoon in the vineyard

• Guided autumn hike

• Wine tasting in the rock cellar

• Wellness voucher worth EUR 40 per person

• Use of the spa worlds with garden, pools and saunas

• Includes a multi-faceted awareness and activity programme with yoga,  

meditation, sauna infusions and much more

FROM EUR 1,150

REGULARS’ WEEK
11/06/ – 18/06/2023 

• Gourmet half-board

• Trip to Pföstl Alm pasture (Grill&Chill)

• Guided Schenna garden tour with Andrea

• Wine tasting in the rustic rock cellar and the wine cellar

• Wellness voucher worth EUR 40 per person 

FROM EUR 1,062

SINGLE WEEKS
06/01 – 02/04/2023 | 05/11 - 22/12/2023

A whole week, just for you - for relaxing, switching off, gaining a sense 

of perspective. During this period, the Superior and Vinea Ost categories 

are available as single rooms without a surcharge.

• 7 nights with gourmet half-board

• (gourmet breakfast and 5-course menu with special culinary highlights)

• Use of the spa worlds with garden, pools and saunas

• Includes a multi-faceted awareness and activity programme with yoga,  

meditation, sauna infusions and much more

FROM EUR 1,106

HONEYMOON WEEKS
16/04 - 03/12/2023

Enjoy a luxurious, romantic ambience à deux! 

• 7 nights with gourmet half-board (gourmet breakfast and 5-course menu  

with special culinary highlights)

• Welcome drink

• Every day is a celebration, with a lovingly decorated table at the restaurant

• Bottle Valpitan sparkling wine in your room upon arrival

• Romantic picnic in the vineyard or at the panorama pool

• 1 rose petal bath for two

• Use of the spa worlds with garden, pools and saunas

• Includes a multi-faceted awareness and activity programme

FROM EUR 1,435

GOLDEN AUTUMN SEASON WITH EXTRA DAY
12/11 - 01/12/2023

• 4-6 nights with gourmet half-board (gourmet breakfast  

and 5-course menu  with special culinary highlights)

• 1 day free of charge

• Use of the spa worlds with garden, pools and saunas

• Includes a multi-faceted awareness and activity programme  

with yoga, meditation, sauna infusions and much more

FROM EUR 480 per person for 4 days

WINTER ADVENTURE WEEKS
06/01/2023-26/02/2023
 
During the winter months, our hiking and ski bus

• takes you to the Merano 2000 cable car free of charge.

• Free snowshoe rental.

• Weekly winter hike

• (cost contribution towards cable car or bus)

WORKATION
08/01 – 31/03/2023 | 05/11 - 22/12/2023

• Min. 10 days

• Room and breakfast

• Kettle

• Coffee machine (€ 1 per day)

• Office chair

• Free Wi-Fi

• Free document printing and scanning  

FROM EUR 1,250 (15% discount on the regular daily rate.  

May not be combined with any other packages.)

Prices and offers are based on the 
room category and current rate 
of occupancy. Our flexible prices 
reward those who book early!

SCHENNA 

RESORT  

WEEKS. 
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The spacious dimensioned, light-flooded conference 

facilities of the Schenna Resort make the perfect setting 

for your event, and the warm and welcoming atmosphere 

is guaranteed to make it a success.

• Seminar rooms Rosa and Luis (up to 122 m²)
• Generously dimensioned, modern facilities for:

• Events
• Family celebrations
• Conferences
• Car presentations
• and much more

• We are happy to assist you with planning  
and organising your event.

CELEBRATIONS AND  
EVENTS AT THE  
SCHENNA RESORT

SEARCHING  
FOR THE  
PERFECT GIFT?

Order your vouchers online at schennaresort.com  

and surprise your loved ones!
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Arrival and departure: Rooms are ready from 

2pm. We kindly ask you to leave your room by 

11:00am on the day of departure.

Please note that you will be charged the full 

room rate in case of cancellation, late arrival 

or early departure. We recommend that guests 

conclude a travel cancellation insurance. For 

more information, see: www.schennaresort.com

Our cancellation policy 

For our latest cancellation policy, see our  

homepage on www.schennaresort.com/

resort-schenna/gut-zu-wissen

• 21 days before your arrival: free of charge

• 20 to 14 days before your arrival:  

 30% of the value of your booking

• 13 to 3 days before your arrival:  

 60% of the value of your booking

• 2 days before your arrival, in case of  

 non-arrival or early departure: 

 80% of the value of your booking

Guests may settle their hotel bill using credit 

or EC cards. Please note that we are unable 

to accept Diners Club and American Express 

cards. We reserve the right to adjust prices in 

case of drastic VAT increases or in case of a 

currency crisis.

We strongly recommend that guests make use 

of our offer of travel cancellation insurance to 

protect themselves in case they need to cancel.

Unfortunately, we are unable to reserve 

specific room numbers or tables. 

If you cancel dinner by 12pm on the day in ques-

tion, we will refund € 12 per meal (does not apply 

to bookings made through agencies).

In the interest of all our guests, we are only able 

to accept a limited number of dogs and only 

in certain room categories. If you would like 

to bring a dog, please let us know when you 

make your inquiry. Dogs are not permitted in 

the dining area, the indoor pool area and the 

sunbathing lawn. Price per day and dog: 

€ 25 (without food). 

If you are travelling by car, there are parking  

spaces available as well as a garage.

Our vouchers are valid for a period of two years 

from the date of issue and are non-refundable.

How to reach us:

By car: Via the Brenner pass and the A22 Brenner 

motorway as far as Bozen Süd, then take the dual 

carriageway towards Meran Süd and follow the 

signs for Schenna. Alternatively, via the Reschen 

pass to Meran Süd and follow the signs for 

Schenna. For more information on how to reach 

us, please visit our homepage.

Your health is in good hands 

At the Schenna resort, the health of our guests 

and our staff has absolute priority. We have 

implemented an extensive range of measures 

in our new hygiene guidelines, and they are 

scrupulously implemented by our specially 

trained staff. This way, you may enjoy a care-

free holiday, without any Covid-related worries. 

Your health is in the best hands!

• Hand sanitisers are available throughout  

the hotel.

• As always, rooms are cleaned and  

disinfected using certified products.

• All surface and points of contact are disin-

fected and cleaned several times a day.

• Enjoy your time here and let yourself be 

looked after for a change!

GENERAL
INFORMATION

Images: Schenna Resort, Hannes Niederkofler Photography, 2013 Tourismusverein Schenna_Klaus Peterlin, ©Chris Gass Photography, Südtiroler Marketing/ 

Helmuth Rier, Meran 2000_MGM_Frieder Blickle, Peter Vanzo, Meraner Weihnacht_IDM Suedtirol_Alex Filz, fotolia.de, Andreas Pollock Photography.

Changes, misprints and errors excepted. With this price list, all previously published price lists shall become null and void.
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FREEDOM WITHOUT LIMITS
VARIETY WITHOUT END

1
3

4

5

6 7

8

10

12

2

12 Mitterplatt path to Schenna
20-minute walk

13 Footpath to Meran
30-minute walk

10 Children’s playground
Tabletennis und tablefootball,
Panoramic pool with whirlpool

11
“Olive” Restaurant,
Indoor/outdoor pool
(entry from 14),
Sauna areas, pool lounge

11

13

1 Schenna Resort
Reception and foyer,
bar with open fireplace 
and terrace, library with 
information desk, wine shop

8 Adventure Water World
Indoor pool with whirlpool,
children’s pool, 
water slide, 
family sauna area

Panorama terrace,
playroom for children, 
smokers’ lounge

9 COMING SOON
Water world and palm garden,
bistro and panorama terrace,  
Sunset family suites,  
Luxury pool suites

7

6 Tennis courts
booking required,
fee applies

3 Sky terrace

4 SPA garden

5 Indoor/outdoor  
saltwater pool

(Entry from 14+)
Sauna area, 
quiet rooms,  
pool lounge

2
SPA area, SPA reception, 
hairdresser, fitness lounge, 
souvenirs, conference 

9

Sunlight suites

Bella Vista suites

Unique wellness moments,
a warm welcome with a welcome drink

Gourmet half-board at its finest, with different theme menus 
every day, appetiser and dessert buffet and much more

Healthy, colourful breakfast buffet that leaves nothing to be 
desired, with daily specials

Dinner with show-cooking in the “Olive” Restaurant 

Free Internet point

Free WLAN throughout the Schenna Resort

Free use of the wellness area (indoor and outdoor pool, var-
ious saunas and steam baths, Kneipp basin, rest areas etc.)

Free access to our perfectly equipped panorama  
and outdoor fitness lounge

Range of wellness treatments and restorative treatments 
(charges apply)

Facilities for seminars, workshops and company fairs

Guided walking tours (cost contribution may apply)

Hiking tips and reference material 

Daily Fit- & Vitality Programme
Music and dance nights

Free mountain bike rental, e-bike rental for a fee

Charging station for electric vehicles and e-bikes

E-garage parking

Wash station for your car and bicycle

Free snowshoe rental

During school holidays, childcare facilities with  
multi-faceted children’s programme

”Törggelen” in the vineyard

Vineyard breakfast (summer months)

INCLUDED
SERVICES:
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All information is subject to change!

SCHENNA RESORT

Families Pföstl and Wörndle

Strada Vecchia 14 | I-39017 Scena presso Merano

T +39 0473 230 760 | F +39 0473 230 089 
info@schennaresort.com

Booking hotline: +39 (0)473 230760
schennaresort.com

Follow us on:

HOW
TO FIND US

BREGENZ – LANDECK
RESCHENPASS
PASSO RESIA

TIMMELSJOCH
PASSO ROMBO

MÜNCHEN
GARMISCH

MÜNCHEN
KUFSTEIN

INNSBRUCK
BRENNER

STERZING
VIPITENO

BRIXEN
BRESSANONE

BOZEN SÜD
BOLZANO SUD

ST. LEONHARD
SAN LEONARDO

SCHNALSTAL
VAL SENALES

SCHENNA
SCENA

MERAN SÜD
MERANO SUD

ZÜRICH
OFENPASS

TRENTO
VERONA
MODENA

JAUFENPASS
PASSO GIOVO

YOUR SHUTTLE TO THE SOUTH 2023  

There is a bus transfer from Munich to Schenna every Wednesday 

and Saturday from 18/03 - 04/11/2023. A return ticket costs  

€ 75.00 per person; a single ticket is € 45.00.

Booking and information: Tourismusverein Schenna  

www.schenna.com 

SÜDTIROL EXPRESS 2023

Heini Car will once again provide this service for guests coming from 

Switzerland every Saturday, from 9 April until 29 October 2023.  

The journey takes you from St. Gallen via Zürich and on through  

the Vinschgau on to Merano. Rates: Return ticket CHF 180.00,  

single ticket CHF 120.00.

Booking and information: www.suedtirolexpress.ch

NEW: GET TO SOUTH TYROL SAFELY AND IN NO TIME 

Direct flights from Berlin, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Rotterdam, London 

to Bolzano with Skyalps (in 2.5 hours from Hamburg to Bolzano).

Booking and information: www.skyalps.com 

We are happy to organise your personalised shuttle service

FLIXBUS / MEIN FERNBUS 

Several connections a day from Thermenplatz in Merano to Munich 

and Innsbruck. 

Booking and Information: www.meinfernbus.de

AIRPORT TRANSFERS – SÜDTIROLBUS

Daily transfers to Schenna from the airports in Verona,  

Bergamo, Treviso and Milano Malpensa as well as from Munich 

and Innsbruck.

Booking and Information: www.suedtirolbus.it

BY TRAIN FROM GERMANY

When travelling on Eurocity trains provided by DB/ÖBB, passen-

gers may purchase the “Anschlussticket Südtirol” on board between 

Munich and Bolzano, valid for your day of arrival and departure. For 

just EUR 5, you are guaranteed flexible public transport connections 

in South Tyrol on both travel days. The ticket may also be purchased 

in the DB travel centres before you start your journey.

Booking and information: Deutsche Bahn www.bahn.de

BY TRAIN FROM AUSTRIA

There is a daily train from Innsbruck to Merano and return  

(change in Bolzano).

Departure from Innsbruck to Merano  

(every hour) From 9.24am and 7.46pm.

Departure from Merano to Innsbruck  

(every hour) From 6.35am and 7.49pm.

New: Daily ÖBB Railjet from Vienna to Bolzano

Booking and information: Österreichische Bundesbahn   

www.oebb.at

BY TRAIN FROM SWITZERLAND

Engadin-Merano express route provided by Railservice  

Tel. +41812886565

Booking and information: Schweizerische Bundesbahn www.sbb.ch 

BY TRAIN TO BOLZANO AND MERANO

For an overview of all train connections to South Tyrol,  

visit www.trainline.de

LUGGAGE TRANSPORT TO SOUTH TYROL

Your luggage (suitcases, sports equipment etc.) will be collected 

by a courier service and taken directly to the hotel.

Booking and information: Insam Express Koffertransport  

www.insamexpress.it

LUGGAGE AND BIKE DEPOT

Luggage and bike depot at Bolzano train station:  

www.basecampdolomites.com

FOR THE SAKE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

All guests travelling to South Tyrol by train will receive a Südtirol 

Mobil card as a gift. 



I was made with love. Don’t throw me in the bin.


